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From the New York Times bestselling author of TombQuest: Book of the Dead, comes book 4 in an

epic adventure filled with the magic of ancient Egypt! It&#39;s a race for the Spells! Alex and Ren

are on a desperate hunt, and time&#39;s running out. They&#39;ve discovered that The Order is on

the brink of creating an army of indestructible stone warriors with a dark purpose, and the Lost

Spells is the one thing that can put an end to the evil scheme. Following a trail of clues that only

Alex can piece together, their chase takes them through magical portals, across Egypt, and deep

into Alex&#39;s past. But the closer they get to the Spells, the more afraid Alex becomes. He begins

to realize that undoing the powerful magic that has created so much chaos might mean ending the

very thing the magic was intended to save: his own life. In the tradition of The 39 Clues and Spirit

Animals, the TombQuest adventure doesn&#39;t end with the books. An epic online game allows

you to build an Egyptian tomb of your own, hide treasure and protect it with traps, then challenge

your friends to play through!
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Book #48 Read in 2016Tombquest: The Stone Warriors by Michael NorthropThis is the fourth book

in a middle school/young adult series that has elements of mythology, history, adventure and



mystery. Alex is still trying to find his mom before the bad guys do, while the bad guys are also

trying to find him. This book spans Egypt to Vienna and back again. It is a quick action-packed read

that middle school boy and girl readers will love.

Readers of the 39 Clues, Infinity Ring and Kane Chronicles will enjoy Northrops series as well. Kids

who want to read the mythology based series like Riordan's works, but can't yet handle books of

that length will enjoy TombQuest immensely and can work their way to others later. There is an

online game to accompany the book series. Best for grades 4-6.

Not as good as the last book and getting really tired of Alex whining about his mother throughout the

whole book. The last few books his attitude was tolerable but unfortunately this book made me

dislike the mother even more. I will still finish the series because I am hopeful it will get back to it's

roots. This one just was not as entertaining.

My kids really enjoy this series. This book is as good as the previous 3 and can't wait to read more.

My son loves this series. I hope this isn't the end!

My daughter is loving this book...thank you.
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